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ABSTRACT 1

° This monograph, summarizing the ideas of participants
attending a two-day mini-conference, aas developed to help educator
better understand some of the 'problems to be overcome in gaining 18

support from 'tbeir local chamber ,of commerce for career education.
This booklet first presents the educator with five facts cf life
regarding' the goals structure, and operations cf a local cha er of

tiAcommerce. ,This is fLloved t/ examples 'cf wayi in which par urn.
local chaibers of commerce have been -actively engaged in cog unity
career education efforts. Focus of these examples is on helping

. teache;s gain experience in industry, coordinating the ctllaborative
efforts of-schools and business/ labor / industry, and communicating the
career education concept to the community. Finally,- this monograph
concludes with suggestions of ways to get greater chamber of commerce
involvement in career edutation. A list cf participants and issues
theyfraised is appended. (EM)
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Preface

During the period covering November, 1977, through May, 1978, OE's
Office of Career Education sponsored, through a contract with Inter-America
Research Associates a genes of mini-conferences devoted to the general topic of
The Concept of Collaboration in Career Education. This monograph is one in a
series of OCE monographs aimed at providing a narrative summary of ideas and
thoughts gathered from particular community segments represented in this
series of mini-conferences.

Participants in each mini-conference associated with a particular segment of
the broader community' were selected for OCE and Inter-America Research
Associates by the organization itself. Lists of all participants whose thoughts
are summarized in this monograph , are presented as Appendix A of this
monograph. It is important to recognize that, while participants are properly
thought of as representatives from the particular community segment involved,
they are, in no way, to be thought of as representing that community segment.

That is, each participant was encouraged to speak only-for herself/himself. No
formal organizational or institutional commitment was sought nor should be
inferred from the contents of this monograph.

In general, erich mini-conference involved from 10.15 participants. Each
lasted two days with the discussion sessions chaired by the DirectOrtgiffice of
Career Education, USOE. Participants in each mini-conference developed their
own agenda through a process that asked them to list topics or issues they
LhoUght pertinent to discuss. Once such a list was developed, participants then
picked those that appealed most to a majority of the participants for extended
discbssion. The list of issues and questions, themselves, provide a series of
interesting insights into concerns of participants regarding their organizations
and career education. A complete listing of the issues and concerns raised by
participants in the mini-conference reported in this monograph appears as
Appendix B. Readers are urged to study this list carefully.

Notes for each mini-conference were taken personally by the Director,
Office of Career Education. Based on such notes, the series of monographs of
which this is one has been prepared. The complete notes for each mini-confer-
ence have been compiled, by Inter-America Research Associates and published
as a separate document. Limited copies of this document are available, so long
as.the supply lasts, to those requesting them from OE's Office of. Career

. Education.
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Introduction

The Chamber of Commerce of the United States of.America, (COCUSA),
with memberships from approximately 72,000 business firms,. is the largest
organization in the United States representing the business/industry com-
munity. When one considers the State and local Chambers of Cornrherce
existing in cities and towns thrcrughaut the Nation and . the 1,200 Trade
association members, it obviously represents an even more potent force.

Fortunately for the career education movement, COCUSA, through its
Education, Employment and Training Committee,, took an early national
leadership role in furthering career education as a collaborative effort. In 1973,
the COCUSA organized and conducted a National Conference on Career
Education and published a report of its proceedings. In 1975, COCUSAagain
took a national leadership role by inviting a variety of other national
organizations to work collaboratively with COCUSA in developing a consensus
position paper on career education. It, too, has received much attention since
its publication.

Both because of the national career education leadershi0 supplied by
COCUSA and because of the prominent position local chambers ofcommerce
enjoy in communities, it has been natural for educators interested in career
education to seek support for and involvement in career education on the part.
of their local chamber of commerce. Many have been disappointed when their
appeals for help were not immediately accepted. This monograph seeks to help
educators better understand-some of the practical problems to be overcome in
gaining support from their local chamber of commerce for career education.
This is followed by a series of examples of ways in which particular local
chambers of commerce have been actively engaged in community career
education efforts. Finally, the monograph concludes with a series of
suggestions with respect to ways in which even greater levolvement of local
chambers of commerce in career education may be possible.

Chamber of Commerce "Facts of Life" For Educators

If educators in any given community wish to involve their local chamber of
commerce in career education, it is essential that they begin with a clear
understanding of the basic goals, structure, and operations of a local chamber of
commerce and its relationship to the National Chamber. In this section, several
such "facts of life" are enumerated as stated by seminar participants.

1



1. The basic goal of any local chamber of commerce must be to serve its...
members. Its members are primarily businesses, and individuals employed
and/or operating such businesses. In any given community, the local chamber
of commerce top pribritY must be one of seeking further business /industrial
development. It seeks to strengthen the priVate enterprise system in the local
community so as to give that community greater economic strength. The old

ofadage, "the business eflaliis very apt for u i_iness is business" is ven. describing
first priorities of the local chamber of commerce. Of course, o of the greatest
needs of business is a well-trained work forceparticularly in this age l'a
shortage of skilled workers. Thus, the objectives of the chamber of commerce.'
and career education do overlap. This is not to say that there exists no priority
or social concern for community improvementincluding improvement in the
school systemat file local chamber of commerce. Rather, it is simply .to-
emphasize that the, local chamber of commerce typically has, as its top
priority, impro,ving the status and health of the private enterprise system in
that community. ..

2. Many local chamber of commerce executives are not involved in Career
Education Programs. As with most organizations operating with a local
executive head, the degree to which that executive is aware of the importance
of, a topic directly influences actions of the organization. EduCators should be
aware of the fact that local chamber of commerce executives receive much of
their organization management training primarily through a series of Institutes
for organization management. These institutes Care focused primarily around
providing participants with managerial skills. While a series of "electives" is
built into the Summer institute schedule aimed at helping the Ih-ca.1 chamber
executive acquire some "action ideas," the topic of "career education" fat
never been placed on the Summer institute agenda by itself. It is ow only a
small portioh of the Program of Worlf Development Section. It is hoped that
more emphasis will be placed on career education in he total Institut

Simply because the COCUSA has published two, careereeducation mono-
graphs in no way aisures that all, or even a majority, of local chamber
executive afloat% will have them in their possessionlet alone that -they
have read them. The local chamber of commerce executive receives a
a great many kinds of -materials from the COCUSA. It is only natural that
primary attention is given to those materials that the local chamber
executive sees as being most directly related to his/her major immediate
duties and responsibilities. It is probably true that more educators have seen and
studied the COCUSA monographs on career education than have local chamber
of commerce executives.

3. Only about half of the local chambers ofcommerce of the Nation have
an Education committeelet alone a subcommittee on career education. There
is no requirement imposed by the nationarCOCUSA that a local chamber of

t
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commerce establish an Education Committee. As a matter of fact, the formal
relationships existing between the National Chamber and local counterparts
prOhibits setting any such "requirements:: Typically, each lOcal chamber of
commerce develops, through its contfnittee structure, a "program of work" for
the coming year. If tkere exists no education committee, the chances of having
career education included on the agenda of this "program of work" are
diminished. (Note: They are not eliminated cornpletelyi.e., several partici;
pants reported their local chamber is actively engaged in *eer education even,
though they have no formal Education committee)"

4. There exists no automatic motivation, on the part of a local Chamber of
Commerce, to take on a program recommended to them by their local Boardof Education. The local Chamber Executive is charged with responding-ito
needs as . expressed by the businesspersons he/she represents, not those
expressed by the local Education system. Unless a 'what's in it for me?' ind
of apprTh is used, it is unlikely that the local Board of Education will be le
to establish close and effective working relationships with their local chi er
of commerce. There Is no automatic reason whY a local "'Chamber of commerce
should respond pOsityely to a request made by a local Board of EdUcation. If
`the business of b iness is business' adage is followed, it is natural, in many

communities, to-a opt pt a similar adage that says "the business of Education isEducation"!

te
5. It is unreasonable to expect that a local Chamber of Cointherce willmake a commitment ofresources and time to career educaion unlessand untilthe local Board of Education has done so. In too many communities, a localeducator who is a career education advoCate has attempted to enlist the

support of the local Chamber of Commerce in "selling" career education to the
local school board. This is not a pro'Per role for the local chamber of commerceto play. In other communities. the local school board has, in effect, asked local
businesses to underwrite the complete costs of. Summer experiences for
edttators in the broader Occupational society. If a local school board has made .

4-4 commitment to career education, the local chamber of commerce would liketo see that commitment expressed, in part, through allocation of some portionof the school board's budget to career education. If this is done and the school
board then asks the local chainher'of commereenr help. it is more likely.tIpt
some of thlChamber's resources might be allocated for career education. The
local Chamber of Commerce cannot be expected to underwrite programs that
the local Board of education refusei to finance at all.

These "facts of life" ale inserted nt the beginning of this monograph simplyfor purposes of prwiiding a sense of reality to educators who seek to enlist
,participation of their local chamber of commerce in career .gduca t ion efforts.
They are, in no way. intended to convey sense' of discouragement of

3
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hopelessness to such educators. There is a natural tendency for those 'of us in
Education to expect that persons from all other seghients of society will share
our deep sense of urgency and concern .for problems youth face in the
education/work domain. We mustinot be discouraged if, at times, such persons
appear to have, other things on thiir mind.

The remainder of this monograph- is devoted to specific examples of
positive actions* taken by local chamber of commerce officials with respect to
career education. The examples to be taild are necessarily limited 'to tiose
supplied by participants in the miniconferencp on which this monograph has
been based. Readers should bear in mind that hundreds of other examples exist
in other parts of the Nation that could well be included here. Hopefully; even
the limital examples presented here will serve t, illustrate some of the postive
Ways in which local Chambers of Conthierce can be, and are, active in
implementing career education.

Helping Teachers Gairi Experience In Industry: Action Examples

Participants in the seminar seemed to be agreed on the point that local
chambers of commerce could play a helpful role in career education through
stimulating and participating in progams aimed at giving educatorsparticularly
academic classroom ,teacherssome bonafide experience in the private enter-

,/ prise system. It appeared obvious to these participants that many, many,
icteachers are in need of this kind of experiencefar more than could reasonably.

. be accommodated in ar\y given community. General consensus appeared
present that whatever effo is are undertaken should be organized in such a way
that they have a "mult her effect" in terms of -that teacher's future
interactions with student The desirability, d appropriateness of such
activities,bn the part of a lOCal chamber of comrrlerce, seemed clear.

At the same time, participants reported a series of operational problems
encountered 'in putting this kind of good idea into practice. First, they pointed
out that the number of ummer jobs available teachers in most

/communities is very limited in he private sector. There i no prackical way this
effort can be thought of as o e involving all teachers in a school system.
Second, it was pointed out that, if Summer- jobs created for teachers were
seen, in any way, asa threat to jobs of union workeri, there would inevitably
be great difficulty putting the program into operation. Third, it was pointed
out that it is unrealistic to plan on the private enterprise system paying the
entire cost of this kind of teacher inservice education. ,

This third point seemed especially, important to these seminar participants.
One participant reported that, if *teachers are brought into the private ----
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enterpriie system for a day or two at a time during the regular school year,
substitute teachers could be employed to replace them at a cost of somewhere
between S35S40 per day. Under this kind of arrangement, the teacher gaining
experience in the private enterprise setting would not be paid wages tand the
school system could be expected to pay wages for the substitute teachers. On
the other hand. that same community reported an average cost of 541.36 per
hour for teacher time during the Summer months (totalincluding.overhead) if
teachers are employed by the private enterprise system during that period.
Teachers seem to prefer the Summer employmeni arrangement over the
occasional "day off from school" arrangement. Many employers would prefer
the "day off from school" arrangement that operates with no-major cost to the
employer. Some of the examples to be presented here will illustrate this point
further. We turn now to a series of such examples.

The Boston Tri-Lateral Council for Quality Education has embarked on an
hive campaign aimed at helping teachers learn about career implications of

their subject matter. Using various occupational clusters, they have completed
such a program effort. for 9th grade teachers and are now starting it for 10th
grade teachers. As part of this effort, they have attempted to initiate a Summer
program whereby teachers could gain some actual experiende in the private
enterprise system. They have discovered that the cost of such a.programin-
cluding teacher stipendswould be approximately 51,000der teacher. Neither_
the §chool system nor private industry in the Greater Bdston area has, to date,
been willing to pay this $1,000 per teacher cost.

When Summer experiences in the private sector are offered to teachers at no
pay, difficulties have been encountered in getting teachers interested and
involved. Such a program was attempted for several Summers under leadership
of the Flint (Michigan) Area.Chamber of Commerce. It was finally abandoned,
not because of unwillingness on the part of industry, but rather because so few
teachers took advantage of this opportunity. The principle of asking teachers
to spend time during the Summer months acquiring' new knowledge that will
irnprcnie their effectiveness in the classroom is one that has been in effect for

A4k, many years in professional education. It is typically called "Summer School"
and consists of one or more courses taken for credit at a cblrege or university.
Teachers aren't typically paid stipends to attcnd Summer School. Why, then,
should they insist on being given stipends to acquire new knowledgt in the
private enterprise system? Some participants suggested that, perhaps, if
arrangements could be made for extending some kind of inservice' credit to
teachers participating in this kind of experience, more might be willing to do
so.

A successful use of 9rrrail business enterprises in helping teachers learn about
. the private enterprise system was conducted under leadership of the Longmont



Colorado Chamber of Commerce. This program, operating during the school
year, saw arrangements under which the teacher left the classroom to spend

_ one day working in a small business enterprise while a person from that
enterprise took over the teacher's classes for the day. This arrangement was
viewed as beneficial by all concerned. Other seminar participants joined in
recommending greater involvement of small businesssenterprises, as opposed to
lar in _stries, for teacher Summer work experience opportunitieg on the
b that it is these places where high school graduates are most likely to find

en-first jobs. Others, however, objected on the ground that: (a) the small
business operation does not employ enough personnel so that cane employee
can spend much time with a teacher; (b) teachers cannotiAexposed to a wide
variety of occupations if they work only in a single small business enterprise;
and (c) what many teachers need to experience and appreciate is the boredom
of the assembly line and they cannoracquire this if working in a small business
operation.

Through efforts of the Atlanta, Georgia Chamber of Com rce, arrange-
ments have been made to train teachers in IBM word process' during
the Summer so that teachers. with the help of IBM personnel, could transmit
such *ills to their students during the school year. While this experience was
success ful in Atlanta, some participants questioned whether or not it could
truly be called-"career education" if its prime purpose was to provide teachers
With specific vocational skillsa function typically thought of as "vocational
education."

The-Twin Cities Area Chamber of Comm-erce insBenton Harbor, Michigan
has concentrated attention on providing an awards program for teachers
enrolled in an economic education course at a local college. Awards are given
to those teachers who come up with the best plans for infusing economic
awareness and understanding into the teaching/leaMing process. While some
participants supported this as a good idea, others objected by contending that
the college/university environment is a poor exampleand an even more
inadequate substitutefor letting teachers know what the "real world" of
private industry is really like.

The question of elle extent to which teachers could be expeoted to be
productive contributors to a business enterprise during Summer employment
was raised by several participants. Some suggested that; for example, an English
teacher can reasonably be expected to possess several types of skills useful,to
employers simply as a result of the liberal arts education received in college.
Others suggested that academic teachers could be most productive to
employers if, in effect, they operated during the Summerinonths in training
personnel for business enterprises. Still others pointed outs that if, in effect,,
teachers worked in industry simply as another type of "ienher,",they-would



miss the essential point of learning what they need to ktw about the private
enterprise system itself.

In short, while participants generally. agreed that it would be both
appropriate and helpful for local chanters of commerce to undertake projects
aimed .at helping educators learn more.about the phvate enterprise system, it
was obviouas that no universally accepted outstanding example of successful
practice in this area,was found among these seminar paiticipants. If an'attempt
kere 'to be made to list thg general principles on which consensus (but dot
universal agreement) could_ be found among these participants, such a list-
would include:

I. The prime purpose of providing teachers opportunities to work in private
businesses should be to increase the teachers' understanding of the p.rivate
enterprise system, not to increase productivity for employers. To the extent
this purpose predominates, teachers should' not be paid' for this kind of
experience.

2. To the extent that the prime purpose is providingteachers with
experience in the private enterprise system, then" the costs of the operatiOn
shouldAe shared by the education system and the teachers with little or no
contribution coming from employers. To the extant that employers expect
productivity?, they should share in the costs.

3. Summer experiences in the private enterprise system. for educators".
should include seminars acqu:ainting teachers with the private enterprise system.
To the extent this can be integrated with the work experience itself as a total
learning experience, it is reasonable to plan. programs whereby educators can
receive inservice education credit for their participaWon.

4. It is relatively unimportant whether teacher experience in the private
enterprise system occurs in small businesses or in* large industries. What is
impOrtant is that teachers be exposed to a variety of experiences. In the case of
small businesses, this means moving from one businest enterprise to another. In
the case of large industry, this means moving from one part of the industrial
workplace to another.

5. It 'is as appropriate to plan teacher experiences in the private:enterprise
system during the academic year as it is during the Summer months. When
carried out during the academic year, it will likely be a combination of a given
number of school days coupled with after school experiences.

6. It is preferable if slimmer k experiences for leachers in the private
enterprise sustem 'call for activities differ t from actual teaching. Teachers,
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possess ma ffy other kirrds 'of skills that could be profitably utiliztd by the..
,

private enterprise system-- ,, 1!"?-. k.> ,. : ', , _ 1
7. Any Aystematic program aimed at pr1, oviding educators with experience in "'

The private enterprise systerin should be orghnized" and operated so as to count
on a ,ft`multiprier"etrecl,!':it is not practical to think of- providag ;kirk

1 , . o

'experience fir `,91l educators, in theschoof system nor to provide any;educator
with the optiyial breadth of experience. Sharing of, information among

..,
educ'ators must/be an essential part of the iilan,

, -
.4 ,,.. ...-- ,

G
8. The ideal plan is one that combines a goal of maximizing the number and

variety of opportunities for educators to learn about the private° enterprise
system with a goal of increasing productivity for employers. A program
concentrating at only one of these, extremes is regarded as less desirable.

Participants were generally agreed that it is a proper role for a local chamber
of commerce to encourage this kind of learning opportunity for educators.
There was no firm consensus regarding whether or not it is an activity that
should be directly sponsored by the local chamber of commerce. In some
communities, it would be very appropriate for the local chamber of commerce
to be the primary program vehicle while, in others, the primary role of the
local chamber of commerce wi I be more appropriately carried out as that of a
catalytic organization. In sti I other if-communities, the local chamber of
commerce may find their part cipation in this kind of effort limited to merely
endorsing the idea for their embership with no further action coming from
the Chamber itself. Even thi most limited _role was seen, by participants, as
inappropriate in those communities where the local school oard has failed $o
endorse the career education concept.

Finally, these seminar participants voiced an opinion that the probabilities
of interesting local chambets of commerce on this kind of effort may well
increase if and whentstiwZ organizations become actively involved in the private
sector participation portions of the new CETA legislation. Strong feelings were

ed that the local chamber of commerce couldand shouldplay an
,ale in increasing private sector involvement in solving the current

yout problems of transition from school to work. If this occurs, they seemed
to feel itk would serve to motivate local chambers of commerce to also
patticipate more actively in providing inservice education to teachers and other
educators regarding the private enterprise system. In my personal opinion, it
would be most unfortunate if this became a determining factor in decisions
made by a given local chamber of commercealthough it might well serve as an
additional motivational force.

e
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Coordinating,School Systgm7Bushiess/Labor/Industry Collaborative Eff Otis

As .mcre and more elementary and skondary schools embark on .career
education efforts, the problems of establishing and operating effective working
relattyhips between schools and the business/labor/industry community'
increase. Because -initial career education efforts often Star, af the school

'building level, ratherAhan the school district level, many I;usiness/industrial
organizations are "finding themselves besieged with a variety of different kirids
of requekts for help. Each school has, in- effect, set up their own version of
"collaboration" and, at times, the problem extends ev'en ;further in that
different teachers within the same building have different ideas about the
apprbpriate, use of business/industry resources. The busines/labor/industry
community cannot sensibly respond to suclt,.a,wide variety of 'uncoordinated
requests. Several participant in- this' seminar saw the local chamber of
commerce as an ideal organization' to pull all the elements of the'ibusiness/
industry community together socthat one coordinated source of assistance
could be made systematically available to 'school systems. Several specific
examples will be presented in this section.

The Twin Cities Area Chamber,of Commerce in Benton Harbor, Michigan
has embarked on an effort to help persons from the business/industry

-community better understand how they can work with schools in career
.education: They discovered that requests from school persons to- serve as
resource persons jn the classroom or as sites for field visits were, in many
instances, being filled by informi g teachers and students about the products
being-produced by the particular usiness or industry involved. An attempt has
been made to help such organizations understand that the primary need of
educators and students is to better understand the occupations and the worker
lifestyles within business and industry, not the products being produced. This
has resulted in a greater uniformity of effort -from the business/industry
community in career education.

The Metropolitan Tulsa Chamber of Commerce recognized and took
leadership in solving the problem of coordinating teacher requests to industry
for participation in career education. They have produced a wide variety oT
materials for use, by educators and by business/indu§try person e1 including:
(a)' a short statement explaining career education to business pNsons; (b) a
"Career Education. Speakers Bureau" catalog for use by schoQ1 personnel;
(c) a referral form for use 'by educators in requesting speakers from the
business/industry community; and (d) a "Career Education Speaker§' Hand-
book" for use by business/industry perspfis who serve as resource persons in
schools. Operatiodally, teachers who de ire a speaker or wish to take students
on field trips are asked to contact the school districts Coordinator of Career
Education. That person, in turn, makes contact with the Metropolitan Tulsa

9
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Chamber of Commeice. The Ehamber, thy; makes the actual contact from the
list of resource. persons that the Chamber itself developed.

'14

The Tri-Lateral Council For Quality Education in Boston, Massachusetts
oPerVe's an even Mort specific program involving one key contact person for
eacK school building and one key contact person for each business /industrial,.

,organization.' When:a teacher needs to use the resources of the business/in-
dustry community,' he/she goes to the school contact person who makes
contact with the Tri-Lateral Council. The Council, using its list of business/hi-
pstry contact persons, then goes to that person to arrange dye details required
for meeting the specific teacher request. There exists a fslo'rmal working
relationship between the Tri-Lateral Council and the Boston School Board for .

carrying out this coordinated effort.

In Flint, Michigan, the Flint Area Chamber of Commerce has, in effect,
taken responsibility for: (a) identifying persons from the business/industry
community to work with school persons; (b) processing arrangement for
educators to interact with persons from, -the business/labor/industry com
munity; and (c) training business/labor/industry personnel with respect to what
they should wear, what they should talk about, and how they should interact
with educators and with students in the public schools. This entire arrangement
works through a Misiness/Education Coordinating Council established by the
Chamber of Commerce and involving both business/industry personnel and
educators. The Council meets once a month. During the past year, it has
arranged such programs as "A Day On The Job" ere 800 11th and 12th
graders were placed for one entire day in one o 140 business/industrial
organizations. In addition, through the coordinative e orts of the Council, a
total of 176 presenters from business /industry cond ted a total of 60
conferences in 16 high schools touching more than 4,000 high school students.
On a daily operational ba*, educators make contacts with the Chamber and
Chamber official then conact appropriate persons from the business/industry
community.

The Oklahoma Citylihamber of Commerce has "Education Council that
works specifically with career education personnel in the school system. In
addition, them is a LONG RANGE PLANNING COMMITTEE in Oklahoma
City that includes representatives from the chamber, the school board, and from
other parts of the community. Concerned about a broad range of civic issues,
the topic of "Education" is one of many considered by the Committee. The-
Committee serves a general community coordinating function with the
Chamber being one organization on it.

A similar arrangement exists in Atlanta, Georgia where the Area Wide
Council For Career and Occupational Resource Development (ACCORD)
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exists. Established by the Atlanta Chamber of commerce, ACCORD has
representatives_ from the business/labor/industry community, from local
Government,' and from Education. Originally designed to .make 5-10 year
employmen forecasts, they have, in recent- years, moved into such things as a
formal "adop hool" program and alisting of educational resources that
might be useful to particular local indAtries. ACCORD 'is currently being if
funded by the Atlanta Chamber of Commerce' and reflects the Chamber's
feeling- of. close relationships, between economic eduCation and career elluca
tIon,

,

In New Orleans, Louisiana, as in many other, communities, Chamber
professional, specifically assigned to Education are limited. Accord-
ingly, the New Orleans Chamber of Commerce encouraged formation of the
New Orleans Business Task Force, a nonprofit organization that operate's
under contract with the New Orleans Chamber of-Corklmerce,. The Task Force
is primarily responsible for its own fund raising efforts. While ii includes no.
educators at present, plans are underway to do so and, when this occurs, it is.
expected that the Business Task Force will play a community coordinating role
for career education.

One of the most.comprehensive and most active community coordinating
efforts exists in Dallas, Texas. In Dallas, there exists a' COORDINATING
NETWORK FOR PUBLIC EDUCATION'that includes eight major task forces.e
One of these eight task forces consists of the Dallas Chamber of Commerce
Career Education Program. This program is housed in a special "Career
Education Department" which is an integral part of the Dallas Chamber of
Commerce. There are four professional positions in this Department including:
(a) an exectitive director; (b) a communications specialist; (c) an "adopt-a-
school" spec ist; and (d) a Program specialist., Each of these positions is
funded by t Dallas School Board even though persons employed in them
work directl for the Dallas Chamber of ComMerce. The arrangement operates
under a' contract between the Dallas School Board and the Dallas Chamber of
Commerce' With this special Career Education Department in operation, such
activities as the following a# currently being carried out: (a) coordination of
30 school' /industry advisory committees; (b) operation of a comprehensive
"adopt-a-school" program; (c) location of work -study sites.for high school
students; (d) construction and dissemination of a COMMUNITY RESOURCE
GUIDE for use of the school district; and (e) maintenance of liaison
relationships with the Community Volunteer Office of the Dallas Independent
School District. Both the willingness. of the Dallas School Board to provide
financial support for this effort and the willingness of the Dallas Chamber of
Commerce to house and support operations of a Career Education Department
are considered keys to the success of this comprehensive effort.
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Of course, many school systems exist yiho are building, maintaining, , and
using`resource guides for community personnel oil a coordinated basis onTheir
own: For example, in the State of Colorado, county-wide systems have been
initiated by school syitems aimed at coordinating all business /labor / industry
resources for career education. An outstanding examp1,7 is seen in Jefferson

.:24. County, Colorado where, using a con puterized system_the school lficidles
more Ifian 400 teacher requests per day for resource persons from the

4,
business/labor/iOustry community.

Finally, with ,retpedi to this ",coordination of communify retturces" role,
the question was raised with participants with respect to how the local
chamber's efforts to organize and coordinate business/labor/industry resources.
to work wileeducators4,relates to similar needs expressed by groups such as
Junior Achie ment, Exiiloring Program, &outing USA, National Alliance of
Business, Lid other groups *ho,,seek to "marry" business/labor/industry
resources with those of the Education system. It was generally agreed that the
local Chamber ofr ommerce, could appropriately serve all such groups. Such a
role is currently being played by the local. Chamber of Commerce in Oklahoma
City; in Flint, Michigan, and in Boston, Massachusetts-eat least to some exterii.
Other local Chambers of Commerce represented in this seminar reported no
current involvement of this type at the present time.

As with the preceding pOssible role of the local chamber of Commerce in
career education, an attempt will be made here to list some general principles
on which apparent consensus existed among these .iinar participants.
Keeping in mind both, the limited,Rumber of persons Atending-this seminar
while simultaneously recognizing the high degree of involvement eachhas had
in career education, the following list of principles is presented for consider%
tion,both by educators and by-other local chambers'of commerce:

1. There does exist 'areed- fqr greater use ID f community 'resources in all of
public education.; To e oxien this need isthet, there will be an increase in
both efficiency and etf tivehett of pliblic,ighizol op&ations:

2. Among the various ity. e i s Wk. lhouldhe interacting more
o with the Education syster e qiuSiheis community is very
important. The particulakinterests the business/labor/
industry community entOmpass bo nd, vocational educa-
tion. ,

.
3. The limited resources of the business/labor/industry cotmunity can be

most effectively utilized as a force for improving the Edlication system if a
systematic, coordinated ,plan for interaction between educators-and persons
from the business/labor/industry community is utilized. To ask the business/
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to-

labor community to respond simply to random requests made by individual
teachers or individual schoolsis not the answer.

?.- ;
4. The local Chamber of Commerce 't Ould appropriately pray a role in

organizing and coordinating efforts of the 'business/labor/industry community
to interact with the Education system in both career education and in
vocational educatiOn. '

, 4
5, Whether 15 not, in any community, The local Chaimber of Commerg

should play such a role is dependent on a variety o factbrs including: (a) thy;
extent to which the local Chamber old Commerce as Education as one of its
high prioritici; (b) the extent to which the Educat n system is willing to enter
into formal financiaL or non-financial agreements with the Locarehamber of
Commerce; and (c) the extent to which other community groups representrg
persons from the business/labor/industry community Are willirig for the local
Chamber of Commerce to assume such a role. In sortie communities, this will
be both possible and desirable while, in other communities, it will not.

In short, participants seemed Co agree that: (a) it is vital that the resources
of tip b'usiness/labor/industry community be systematically coordinated for
use in Education; and (b) it is appropriate for the local Chamber of Commerce
to consider playing this role. They did not see this role as a implicit
responsibility of any local Chamber of Commerce.

Communicating the Career EducationConcept To the Community

As a relatively new and quite different approach to educational change and
to preparing youth for work, career education efforts suffer &ready from lack
of understanding on the part "of the general community rejarding the exact
nature and goals of career education. There is confusion on such specific issues
as' differences between career education and vocational education, between
career education and economi0 education, and between career education and
career guidance. Several seminar participants saw a potentially useful role of
the local Chamber of Commerce being that of actively embarking on a
campaign aimed' at helping the general publicas well the business/labor/
industry community itselfbetter understand the nature and goals of career ,/
education.

In part, the Chamber of Commerce of the United States of America,
(COCUSA), was attempting to help solve, this problem through its earlier efforts
aimed at holding a National tamer. Education Conference and through publish-

\ ing two official COCUSA monographson career education. Unfortunately, these
excellent COCUSA publications have yet to receive the. careful attention they
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*
deserve in many local communities. It is hoped that readers of this monograph
will -be encouraged to secure and to use these COCUSA publications. Even if
this. is done, it must be recognized that local efforts, not national publication's
(such 'as the COCUSA documents or this monograph) represent the prime
'vehicle for solving this problem at the local level.

t I,

An immediate ntroversy arose among seminar participants regardg
.., whether or not it is sirabie to mount a special Chamber of Commerce

'campaign aimed. specifical y at career education. As mentionecpurlier, both the
Tulsa, Oklahoma Chamber of Commerce and the Dallas Chamber of Commerci. ,
have prepared and distributed special publications around the topic of "career
education' One of the most .ambitioui State Chamber of Commerce efforts
aimed specifically at helping the general public better understand career
education can-be. seen in Colorado. There, 35 of the 37 local Chambers of
Commerce in the State have mounted a special campaign, in cooperation with
the Denver Junior League, aimed at helping both the Colorado State legislature
and the general public in Colorado better understand career education. The
major "messages" included in this campaign include: (a) Colorado youth are
experiencing many problems in the Education/work domain and career
education can help solve them; (b) career education is a vehicle useful in
getting the public more involved in Education; and (c) career educatiOn is a
useful vehicle for infusing economic education into the public school system.
In keeping with this third pcfint, the Colorado Chamber of Commerce is
encouraging use of their economic education program (called PROJECT
CONFIDENCE) as an integral part of career education implementation efforts.
Through efforts of the Colorado Chamber of Commerce, great progress has
been made both in securing support for career ednr ' in from the Colorado

A legislature and in helping the,general public better u ,,, stand career education'.

In such other communities as Oklahoma City, Atlanta, and Dallas, efforts of
the local Chamber of Commerce to help the general publiobetter Understand
career education are simply made a part of a broader Chambir of Commerce
effort to gain more support for the public schools. Oklahoma City, for
example, has formed 80 neighborhood groups as one way of dealing with the
busing problems growing out of desegregation activities and the Chamber of
Commerce is working with these groups. While, to date, the Oklahoma City
Chamber of Commerce has riot tried actively to educate these 80 neighborhood,
groups regarding career education specifically, it was seen as something that
Could be done. ' ..

I
In Atlanta, Georgia, the Atlanta Chamber of Commerce is attempting to

acquaint the general public with career education concepts as part of a broader
campaign aimed at gaining more support for public education. Similarly, the
Dallas.chamber of Commerce embarked on a major "KEEP IT TOGETHER"
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campaign at the time school
the schqk system's BUILDI
has,' as one of its major slo
Whenever and wherever t
inevitable part of the me

nuconunities has a PR ca
mounted.

,

, Whetlier as a separate "Careeeeducation" or as`part of a more generaleffort
to gain greater public involvement in the Education system, participants agreed
that some' such efforts are needed and that it would be appropriate for the
local Chamber of Connerce to be actively involved in them. Several
particigants 'pointed to the fact that there are still many business/industry
persons wlutoee no need to devote' part of their energies to improving the

'Education system. It has, apparently,- been much easier to reach large
_corporations that it has to reach smaller business enterprises. Similarly, it has ,
apparently been easier to reach heads of major, corporations than it has been to
reach theft. employees., A good example of the kinds of practical problems
encountered here was seen in Dallas, Texas where 8,000 copies of all career
education materials are mailed to heads of employing organizations. The
logistical problems that would be encountered were these materials to also. be
sent to all employees of such orga- itions are overwhelming and impractica4.

. . -
Difficult as it has beet to reach members- of the business/labor/indllttry

community with the .career education "message," participants reported it has
been ever more difficult to reach parents of school age youth. The current
problems associated with busing that require children to move from the
traditional neighborhood school to attend classes in othek parts 6f the city,
have, according to some of these participants, complicated the problem.

There; was some disagreement among participants regarding the wisdom of
publicizing career education as a vehicle for use in infusing economic education
into the school. system or whether career education and economic education
should continue to represent two quit different efforts. Seminar participants
itfroth both the COlorado ChaMber of nunerce and frOm the Atlanta Chamber
of Commerce indicated that their programs of career education and economic
education have become a single effort. In both Tulsa, Oklahoma and in
Oklahoma City, however, they are being kept as separate efforts. The
"Oklahoma City participants expressed a. feeling that those economists whorhave
been most actively engaged in economic education efforts neither understand
nor, have great interest in career education. There was consensus that teaching
students about the free enterprise system will make valuable contributions to
preparing them td assume useful and productive roles in the oecupational
society. In this sense, it is certainly part of an overall career educatiOn effort
whether or not it is 'publicized as a separate program. M personal feekiyg is
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that those wishing to Instill an economic awareness and understanding
emphasis in the Education System will find the career education effort a useful
vehicle fbr doing so.

In spite pivsome of these specific areas of disagreement, seminar. participants
seemed to be almost universally agreed that it would be a proper role for a
local Chamber of Commerce to play if efforts were made to gain, greater
understanding of career education- as an integral part of the tolaL:Education
system.

How To Get More Chambers of Commerce More Involved In Career Education

The participants in this seminar were obviously career education enthusiasts.
Without exception, they had been actively involved in and are seriously
committed to participating in-tareer education implementation efforts through
local, State, and, Chamber of Commerce groups. Considerable seminar
time was devoted to suggestions made by these participants for actions, at all
levels, aimed at increasing involvement of the Chamber of Commerce in career
education.

Several suggestions were made to career education practitioners for
strengthening involvement of Chamber of Commerce personnel specifically,
and business/industry personnel in genlal in career education. Since most of
these have implications for local actions as well, they are summarized here in
some detail.

1. Seek to have "career education" become an "elective" topic at the
Summer institutes held for Chamber of Commerce executives. The curriculum
for these Summer Institutes is .constructed by officials at the American
Chamber Headquarters. It was felt that a strong recommendation by the
COCUSA Committee on Education, Employment and Training would be
helpful her4SCF,2too, would recommendations received from local Chamber of
Commerce execPtives.

2. Seek to make "career education" a topic at the many "Information and
Exchange Sessions" conducted annually for local Chamber of Commerce
executives. These sessions, unlike the formal COCUSA Summer Institute
Program, are devoted primarily to a sharing of ideas for, action program
suggestions that might be sarried out by a local Chamber of Commerce. A
State Coordinator of Career Education could possibly encourage a State
Chamber of Commerce (most. States do have sucli, an organization) to take
leadership here. Any, local career education person from any school system
could encourage his/her local Chamber .of Commerce executive to ruest that
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"career education" be made a topic ar/one of these Chamber "iriforr non and

. exchange sessions." J/
. ir . st

3. Seek to make career ,educaliori- an acrtkri program in the larges71. L
m- eiropolitateChambers of Commer7--eci'Participants seemed`to agree that if the..
largo,. metropolitan chambers / OP commerce tiad career education efforts,
chantes are good that sMalleecAnmunities wotild follow..Th`pre is R. s'epiirdte.':

liMetropo lap% cil of The ;T:nierican Chanher of Commerce ExecutivesT
-composed of th 80 largest local Chambers of Commerce Nation. If "career '. .
education" coin' bemade an agenda item for one, of their*meetings, progress

"'might be made. Real pr4, ogress here, however; will come only community by
community. Career education persons from urban school districts willhave to
be the key implementers of this suggestion.

4. Encourage several explicit career education questions on surveys among
the 2,700 local Chambers of Commerce to dAtermine how many are now
engaged in career education. There is an annual survey made by CACUSA to/
determine 'activities in which local Chambers of Commerce are 'enga_ged.
Currently it includes a career education question as part of the overall areas of
program development. Possibly explicit breakout of several career educatiOn-
questions would be helpful. k

5. Use the influence of large industrial organizations already committed to
career education to influence actions of local Chambers of Commerce. The
prime basis for this recommendation was in the Colorado experience. There,
Mountain Bell Telephone Company has a major commitment. to career
educatiOn. Mountain Bell personnel are members of every local. Chamber of
Commerce to which they spoke about career education. As a result, 35 of the
37 local Chambers of Commerce in Colorado are now involved in career
education. This example could be repeated in the other Stites using the
influence of other major corporations 'already committed to career education.

6. Make contacts with and try to influence actions favoring career
educatiOn on the part of other national Jrganizdtions of businesslindustrial
personnel. Several participants stressed that educators-involved in career
education should not put all' the "eggs", in the Chamber of Commerce
"basket." Instead, they ur ed that contacts he established with National, State,

_
and local affiliates of uch organizations as: (a) The American Industrial
Development Counc , (b) The International Association of ,DOwntown
Executives; (c) The eritan Society of Personnel Administrators; and (d) The
National Managemen(Association. Career education advocates have, to date,
made very few, contacts with these kinds of organizations at the National,
State, or local level.
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When career education personnel from a local school system seek to interest
And involve their local Chamber of Commerce° in career ,'education, the
following suggestions made by these seininar participants may Be helPful:

I

I. Encourage- the local Chamber of Cvnmerce to include an. Education
Committee as one of-its standing commitkes. Approximately half of all local
Chambers o&"uvmerce have 'such ^comMittees now. To "sell" this idea to
those who do not, stress that the eduction system in any community directly
influvice§' decisions' made by industrial organizitio4s;Th establish plants in that
communityi.e., try to appeal to the local Chamber executive on the basis of
hisiher need not the needs of the school systeni.

2. Seek to encourage the Education Committee of the local Chambei of
Com. merce to recommend "career education" as a priority when desicions are
being made about' the Chamber's program of work for any given year. If no
.Education committee exists, try to work through other Chamber committees
such as the Urban Affairs Conimittee. The point to remember is that most local
Chambers of Commerce do establish priorities for an annual program of work
primarily through their Committee structure. ,Unless educators interested, in
career education are aware of and active in influencing:this process, chances
having "career education" included as a priority are limited. .

3. Use specific elamples of what other Chambers of Commerce have done
in asking a local Canzber to become involved in career education. The busy
Chamber executive does not have time to listen to a broad philosophical
discussion of career4gducation. He/she already knows that philosophy and is
supportive of it. Action examples of how other local.chambers of commerce
have helped school systems implement that philosophy will be more helpful
than the philosophy itself. ,

.4. Emphasize that career education is a way of improving the school
system's ability to prepare youth for work in ways that do not call for any
great increases in the school budget. Career education's emphasis on improving
the basic academic skills, on providing youth with good work habits, basic
economic understandings, ant 11----firsonally meaningful work values will be
appealing to many employers who are influential members of the local
Chamber of Commerce. Their willingness to participate may be enhanced if, in
part, this is "sold" as a way of avoiding sizeable increases in the school budget
itself.

5. Picture career education as a vehicle for use by the business /industry
community in impacting on and influencing the Education system. Before
asking Chamber of Commerce members to help, it is importanf to show thent
how to impact on the school system in general. Thee concerns of the local
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#%. Chamber of Commerce will nertoften be limited to career educationnor'
should' they ibe. What educatOrs regard as the business/industry person's
primary area of expertise in no way should be thought of as synonomous With
that person's concerns about tffe ,Education system. If career education can
serve as a vehicle for helpihg the local Cliamber of commerce better expkess its
broader concerns to the Education system, it will be a msitive approach to
take. .

6. Ifet the local Chamber of ConAerce know why you need them, what
you 'need' them for, and how their efforts will effectively supplement/ the
efforts of others TIN help any Education system is likely to get will Ii4ly be
po more specific than the requests that it makes. No htt'lp can be expected
unless the Education systm itself is' demonstrating that it is dong all t!at it
can, but that the needs of youth are greater than Can be met through efforts of
the Education system alone.

7. Be patient but persistent in efforts to involve the local Chamber of
Commeive in career education. A sickle contact made by an educator with a
local Chamber' of Commerce executiveor membermay well bring something\ less than an enthusiastic response. Remember, these are people with many
other kinds of concerns over and beyond the education of youth, A local
Chamber of Commerce cannot commit itself to any effortsuch as career
education--quickly or easily. The approval process is necessarily slow and.
deliberative in nature. The need to protect both the reputation and the limited
resources of the Chamber precludes and quick response.

Unfortunately, the kinds of suggestions listed above are much easiei for me
to write than for you to implement. At the same time, it is felt that one or
more of these can be followed by any of those involved in career education at
the local', State, and/or National levels. If each of us does all that he/she can to
follow these suggestions, chances of greatly increasing involvement of local
Chamberi-of Commerce in career education will surely be enhanced.

The American Chamber of Commerce Executives

The American Chamber of Commerce Executives (ACCE) is not a formal
part of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States. Iris, rather, the
professional societyfor Chamber of Commerce Executives in the USA and in
Canada. Because Chamber of Commerce executives are its members, it is

inevitable that dose relationships exist between ACCE and COCUSA. Their
close working relatiOnships were evident in this seminar when participants
asked for and were successful in bringing the President of ACCE to the
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miniconference for part of one day. The. ACCE discussion that took place at
that time is an appropriate part of this monograph.

begun in 1914, ACCE now has. approXimately 2,500' members. Its three
Major gals 'are: (a) in ceasing public understanding ,of who the Chamber
executive is and whSt sht/he does; (b) developing progr,immatic ideas that the
Chamber. Executive can replicate.back in heilhis OWn commuility.; and (c)
operation of a;series of frihge benefit Programs' for Clamber of COrnmerce
executives: In addition the National level, ACCE maintains contacts with
many 'Federal agencies and -sGth other national organizations whose interests
overfap with those of the ACC t. The ACCE hal, for example, been involvenn
publicj2rivate partnershipi° rellted to social issues, public growth policies,
EducCtion, youth unemployment; and a host of others.

One of the major activities in 'which ACCE is dOing cooperatively with the
COCUSA is encouraging ACCE members to participate in the COCUSA
sponsored Summer Institutes for local Chamber executives. The curriculum for.
these Institutes is developed by COCUSA staff. In addition COCUSA contacts
with seven different universities to actually conduct these Institutes each
Summer. The prime function of ACCE in this arrangement is to encourage
their members to attend and to profit from these Institutes. The Summer
Institute program consists of a seven-year program leading to a certificate as a
Certified Chamber Executive (CCE). The primary 'competencies acquired. in
this intensive Summer program is in the area of industrial developmentthe

' primary job of the Chamber executive.

In additon, ACCE sponso ach year, at the National, regional, State, and
sub-state levels, information exchange seminars aimed at helping `ACCE
members gain action ideas for use in their own local Chamber of Commerce. It
is in meetings such as these that ACCE could be very helpful to career
education advocates by placing career education on the agenda for discussion.
Educators interested in involving their local Chamber of Commerce in career
education will be interested in learning the extent to which the ldcal Chamber
executive with whom they relate is involved in ACCE activities.

Concluding Remarks

Participants in this seminar saw three major roles appropriate f9r local
Chambers of Commerce to play in career education: (1) participating. in
inservice ?ducation efforts aithed at helping educators better understand the
private enterprise system; (2) Coordin_Ating efforts of the business/labor/ihdus-
try community as they interact with the Education system in career, edudation;
and (3) Participating' in gaining greater community understanding and
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acceptance of the career education concept. Examples have been presented
here illustrating ways in which' particular -local Chambers of Cominerce have
been and continue to be actively engaged in all three, of these major roles.

'1
c`

The threeroles are presented in thiN monograph in the order in Atill they
ver-,,aised* the faiticipants: In tennis of appropriateness, it seems to to ,

that wick role emineutly,aPpropriAtbut that, in listing them in the..prper
presented here, the one that is relatively appropriate% presented first and

y the ore .most obviously appropriate is presented last. There sieems tO the litge
I doubt but -44%4a local Chamher of Comiterce could, provided i.firm finaniial

arrangement existed between the Chamber and the lo6a1 'School Board;
eidertake a _great deal of educator inservice training associated ,with career
education. Ir'some communities, this wijI likelyise a very ogicalarrankement .

under which to function while; in others, it will te inapp priater

There is absolutely no doubt in my mind but' that. a local Chamber of
Commerce could render a most valuable -service to career education if it
devoted part of its erforts to gaining greater community understanding and

- acceptance of the career education concept. The Chamber of Commerce is
rightly concerned primarily about industrial and business develoPMent in the
community. Certainly; a school system that moves to implement career
education will be making some positive contributions to this Chamber goal
both in terms of: (a) improving the general quality of Education; and (b)
preparing youth for work in a better and more appropriate manner than can be
accomplished through vocational education alone. In a typical Community, the
local Chamber of Commerce is one of the most prestigious and influential
leadership voices in existence. For this organization to support those school
bodils who choose to embrace a career education effort will be helpful both to
meeting the goals of the'ChImber of Commerce and the goals of the' Board of
Education. Obviously, important as this role is, it should be assumed only in
those communities where the local Board of Education ha4 already adopted a
career education policy:

The biggest question in my mind is whether or not the local Chamber of
Commerce can appropriately play a role of coordinating the wide variety of
business/labor/industry influences that seek to interact with The Education
%ystem in career education and in vocational education. The two biggest
reasons why this might be a very appropriate goal towards.which to strive are:
(a) the Chamber of Commerce includes, among its Member businesses,
industries, and trade associations, almosCall the influential' ones with whom
school systems seek to interact; and (b) while the Chamber of Commerce is not
organized nor does it exiit'with a major goal of preparing youth for work (as
do, for example, such organizations as the junior Achievement Program or the
Exploring Program of Scouting sA) it includes as members many businesses
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and industries who are-already deeply involved in such More direct efforts.
Thus,' there are solid reasons why the Chamber of Commerce could, in many-
comet s be regarded as the logical coordinating body. It is very obvious
that some comm pity group is going to have to assume that function.

The-two bask reasons why, in some communities, it seems to me the local
-Chamber of. Commerce might experience difficulty *playing such a role are:
(a) I sip not understand how the needed strong voice of organized labor can be
made an approprite part of the effort if the effort itself is under the

'direction of the Chamber of. Commerce; and (b) there are some elements of thef community, in addition to the business/labor /industry community, who must
be a part of the total community career education effort.

As with any of the other
the ,solution to this
community. That is the

cane of the most i
ainiconference partic
of Commerce, vi,ith re ct to
education. Career education c

o erational decisions discussed in this monograph,
going to have to be discovered by each

uld be.

,.
gs I feel I have learned from this group of

t the interests and concerns of the Chamber
ucation, extend far beyond the area of career
well serve as an effective vehicle for bringing

about closer and mo e effective working relationships between the local
adamber of Commerce and the local Board of Education. If educators who are
vocatesadvocates of career education keep clearly in mind the broad goal of improving

relationships betwk the Chamber of Commerce and the Education system,
the goals of career education will be much better served than if such efforts

'concentrate on career ethration alone. To the extent that career education
advocates in the school 'system are willing to allow tliemselveoo beirsed in
furthering an even broader set of goals, the specific goals of career education
will surely be enhanced. To whatever extent we, take a narrow, parochial view
that concerns itself only with career education, we will have not none all that
we could do to help either the youth or the communities we seek to serve.

.c-
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Ms. Marianne Abrams
Executive Director
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125 High Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02110
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Post Office Box 1208
Benton Harbor, Michigajt 48022

Ms. Rita Cox
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Dallas, Texas 75201
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President
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708 Root Street
Flint, Michigan 48503
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Tulsa, Oklahoma 74119
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Atlanta Chamber of Commerce
Post Office Box 1740
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Mr. Jack P. Morris
Executive Director y
El Paso Chamber of Commerce
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El Paso, Texas 79944

4-

Mr. Charles H. Newton
1506 Teakwood Court
Ft. Collins, Colorado 8021

Mr. Earl Nichols
Director of Research, Education and World

Trade
Oklahoma City Chamber of Commerce
1 Santa Fe Plaza
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73102

Ms. Linda Runnels
Manager of Membership and Development
New OrleartS Chamber of Commerce
Post Office Box 30240
New Orlers, Louisiana 70190
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APPENDIX B

Issues Raised by Participants

1. Definition of Career Education.

2. How career education fits into the curriculum?

3. How to get complete community involvement in career education?

4. How to locate the "actors" who are to do career when no special funds are available?

S. How to get educators involved in career education?
4.

6. How to communicate the career education concept to the community?

7. Career Education and Venetian Education: What's tbe difference?

8. How to get school boards to support career education?

9. How to coordinate all the resources the community with those of school systemi?

10. How to get schools in a given community to work together toward common career
education program goals?
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11. How to fit economic education into career education in an inftision approach in

classrooms?

12. How to control the diversity of demands educators are making of business?

13. Where is the "payoff" in terms of evaluation results for career education?

14. How to coordinate federally funded education/work efforts at the community level?

IS. Where is the priority for career education in terms of other important things?

16. /low to get more teachers to gain experience in industry?

17.How to get over teacher union concerns about released time for teachers

18. How to convince educators that business isn't trying to take over school systems?

19. How to convince the general community thataueer education is worthwhile?

20. How to solve "turf" problems that cause resistance from me academic teachers?

21. How to avoid over-promise of r educationLe., trying to be all things to
everyone?

22. How to show that career education ca roduce attitudinal changes in youth?

23. How to get State categorical aid for career education?

24. How to solve the P.L. problem in career education?

25. How to change attitudes of business persons about educationand educators?

26'. How to get the business community to understand their responsibilities for education
of today's youth?
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